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PRESIDENT’s Note

Sigurborg Jónsdóttir, FIPLV NBR president
Summer has arrived with holidays and time to relax and recharge the batteries.
Teaching is exhausting and takes an incredible amount of energy (and a lot of
coffee) if we want our classes to be stimulating and fun.
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It takes time to unwind, catch up on family time and visit friends. When
relaxing, we often get new ideas and finally find the time to read the books we
have wanted to read for a long time. Let‘s make sure to have time for that and
other things not only during summer.
Many teachers use their holidays to go to seminars. It‘s rewarding to share
ideas and thoughts on teaching with other professionals. Some say, that we
become better teachers through being students. We learn something new but
also rediscover good methods and we use this time as well to plan the
implementation of a new feature that we have been wanting to try out in our
classes. We find better projects and rework tests and quizzes we will use during
the school-year. The Associations do a tremendous work throughout the year
supporting their members and promoting Excellency in every way. They are at
the forefront of innovations and the latest trends in education. News from them
give us new ideas and insights. Happy reading and a wonderful Summer to you all!

Useful Information from FIPLV

Terry Lamb – Professor, Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, Secretary General and
former President, FIPLV

FIPLV World Congress 2021
In New Orleans, it was agreed that the next World Congress, which will take
place in 2021, will be held in Poland, hosted by our member association, the
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Polish Association of Modern Languages (PTN - Polskie Towarzystwo
Neofilologiczne). We are delighted that the Congress will once again be returning
to Europe for the first time since 2012, that last two having been hosted by our
member associations in Canada (2015) and the USA (2018). Many thanks to PTN
for offering to host our next World Congress, which will also celebrate FIPLV’s
90th anniversary. We will inform you as soon as possible.

Call for News Items for the Next FIPLV Newsletter
We are planning to send a newsletter round in late Summer. Please send us any
news updates, conference reports and announcements about other events and
activities, information about resources etc so that we can learn from one
another. Photos are also welcome. I would be grateful if you could get these to
me by the beginning of August so that we can then put the newsletter together.
Of course, please remember to contact me at any time with information about
any upcoming events, which you would like us to disseminate.

News from STIL:
June 2019-Chairmanship of STIL.

Petrina Rós Karlsdóttir, a French teacher, who has been the president of STÍL
since 2015 resigns and Hólmfriður Garðasdóttir, a Spanish teacher, takes over.
STÍL will continue to promote language teaching and learning. Next on the
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agenda of STÍL is among other things the summer courses based on the
Rasassias methods, how to learn a foreign language and the preparation of NBR
Conference, the Nordic Baltic Regional Conference of FIPLV which will be held in
Reykjavik on 11 and 12 June 2020, entitled "The Future of Languages".
Thank you for everything, see you in Reykjavik in June 2020. Petrina Rós
Karlsdóttir, ex President of STIL.

On behalf of FIPLV NBR team we thank Petrina Rós Karlsdóttir for active
participation, contribution and expertise. Thank you for cooperation, for being
together with us, for providing us all the opportunity to learn from you and
grow. We appreciate, value and treasure those years of close collaboration with
you. We wish you all success in your personal life and professional career.
We wish new President Hólmfríður Garðarsdóttir success in leading STÍL,
reassuring and maintaining its sustainability, prosperity as well as opening new
possibilities for its members!

New President of The National Association of Language
Instructors in Iceland, STÍL, Dr. Hólmfríður Garðarsdóttir.
Hólmfríður - or Hóffý as she is commonly called - completed her doctoral degree
from the University of Texas at Austin in 2001 and had before that time
dedicated her efforts to the teaching of Spanish as a foreign language at the
secondary level in Iceland for a number of years. Since her graduation she has
been at the University of Iceland, Faculty of Languages and Cultures, where she
has chaired the Spanish Department on and off throughout. She served as a
Head of Faculty from 2012 to 2015, and is an active researcher within the
ranks of the Vigdís Finnbogadóttir Institute of Foreign Languages. She has
lectured widely and publishes in English, Spanish and Icelandic. The importance
of multilingualism and multiculturalism continues to be her central theme of
interest as she understands it to promote understanding and mutual recognition
between peoples. For more information see: https://www.hi.is/staff/holmfr
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Hólmfríður Garðarsdóttir, PhD, President of STÍL holmfr@hi.is

Language Lobbying and the Future of Languages
For decades scientists have confirmed that at least half of the world´s
population is bilingual (Grosjean, 1984/2010) – while a third is considered
multilingual. It is therefore surprising that educational authorities world-wide
continuously fail to recognize this veracity and see language proficiency, linguistic
knowledge and communicational skills as a wealth worth maintaining by supporting
language education and learning. The fact that one of the world’s 7000 language
goes extinct every other week sadly proves that this is unfortunately not the
case. Much work is required and the importance of language lobbying continues to
be relevant if not urgent.
Associations of languages instructors, such as FIPLV (https://fiplv.com/), its
Nordic Baltic Region (NBR), and STÍL (The Association of Foreign Language
Teachers in Iceland), are but some of the committed actors on the scene.
The case of Iceland and its population of 340.000 inhabitants is quite symbolic.
The official language, Icelandic, is spoken daily by most, the school system from
pre-school (kinder garden) to university is conducted primarily in Icelandic, the
language of administration, arts and sciences is Icelandic, while English has been
gaining grounds in higher education and business the last few years. Given these
peculiar circumstances most Icelanders recognize the importance of language
learning and translations, as without both the nation would become more isolated
and ignorant of world affairs.
From early on children are exposed to foreign language learning, through mass
media and obligatory study of English and Danish (or another Nordic language) in
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primary schools, while a third language study is required at secondary school
(most commonly French, German or Spanish). At the University of Iceland,
Faculty of Languages and Cultures, 13 foreign languages are on offer, English
being the most popular and Latin and Greek the most persistent ones. It should
however not be overlooked that more and more young people consider English to
“be enough” and that concentrating on English as a suitable vehicle for
international communication and continuous studies, locally and/or abroad, is
suitable.
It is therefore quite fitting that the NBR conference on the Future of
Languages be organized in Iceland in June of 2020. It will give instructors of
languages and others interested in the theme of the conference an opportunity
to simultaneously evaluate the past, re-evaluate the present and consider the
future of languages, language learning and teaching, as well as policy making –
keeping the Baltic and Nordic educational authorities particularly in mind.
For more information, see:
http://www.hup.harvard.edu/catalog.php?isbn=9780674530928
See also: http://flenj.org/world-language-organizations/
http://languageconsortium.org/professional-organizations/
For more information on Iceland´s population, see f.ex:
https://www.hagstofa.is/utgafur/frettasafn/mannfjoldi/mannfjoldi-eftirbakgrunni-2018/
The Hamrahlíð College in Reykjavík, at times offers Italian, Japanese, Chinese.
See:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Menntask%C3%B3linn_vi%C3%B0_Hamrahl%C3%AD%
C3%B0
For more information, see:
https://english.hi.is/faculty_of_languages_and_cultures
The conference will take place at the University of Iceland, in “Veröld – the
home of Vigdís”, building, named after Iceland´s former president, Mdm Vigdís
Finnbogadóttir, the first and only UNESCO Ambassador of Languages. The
program will be partly theoretical and partly practical as we join forces to learn
from each other’s experiences and practices, while simultaneously gaining
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knowledge about future perspectives and challenges.The call for papers is on its
way and suggestions for captivating and forward looking guest speakers are
appreciated.

LITHUANIA: Sustainable Multilingualism 2019.
The 5th International Conference of Institute of
Foreign Languages of Vytautas Magnus University and
the 13th International Conference of Language
Teachers‘ Association of Lithuania (LKPA)

Dr Vilma Bijeikienė,Vytautas Magnus University, Director of Foreign Languages Institute,
active member of LKPA

The 5th International Conference of Institute of Foreign Languages of Vytautas
Magnus University (VMU IFL) and the 13th International Conference of Language
Teachers‘ Association of Lithuania (LKPA) organized in Kaunas was real success: 2
plenary sessions, 2 workshops, 21 parallel presentation sessions with 66 oral
presentations organised, 12 virtual and 27 poster presentations introduced. 3
cultural events and a discussion were also held at the conference.
180 scholars participated in the conference: 55 foreign researchers from 23
countries – Ireland, Albania, Algeria, Estonia, Czech Republic, Spain, Italy, UK,
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Canada, Latvia, Poland, Lithuania, Moldova, Netherlands, France, Russia, Serbia,
Finland, Sweden, Turkey, Ukraine,Hungary and Germany, 20 second-cycle and
third-cycle students from UK, Spain, Lithuania, Poland, Turkey, France and
Germany were present and 13 general education teachers from Kaunas schools
attended the conference. A new conference website has been introduced with a
feedback questionnaireand a possibility to share research insights. More detailed
information is available here:
https://sites.google.com/view/sustainablemultiligualism/home
Photos : https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Dqjku4VGJGT_3-m6SSTTe_A_-pbVxEO
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Photohraphs by Eglė Šleinotienė
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The Estonian Association of Foreign Language
Teachers Celebrates its 10th Anniversary:
Looking Back and Moving Forward at Full Speed

Ene Peterson, Chair of the Board of the Estonian Association of Foreign Language Teachers

In 2019 the Estonian Association of Foreign Language Teachers (EAFLT)
(celebrates its 10th anniversary. The full year is full of events devoted to the
anniversary. BUT it was a long, long way to the foundation…

How it all started
A decisive step toward establishing an umbrella organisation to represent various
professional associations of foreign language teachers was taken at the
conference “Languages Open the Doors” held on 29 October 2008. The purpose
of the conference was to initiate cooperation between foreign language teachers
and to involve various professional associations in the process of creating such an
umbrella organisation. Our guest speaker was Raija Airio, Chair of the NordicBaltic Region of FIPLV (2008-2010), president of the Federation of Foreign
Language Teachers in Finland SUKOL (2005-2007). She introduced the aims and
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activities of as the FIPLV, the NBR and SUKOL and brought out the benefits of
the functioning of associations together. We received encouragement and advice
from the former LKPA president Egle Šleinotienė and the former FIPLV
Secretary General Denis Cunningham.
The Estonian Association of Foreign Language Teachers was founded on 5
December 2009. Its aims are to support linguistic diversity, popularise language
learning, and improve language skills; develop higher esteem for the profession of
foreign language teachers; support, systematically and continuously, the
professional development of language teachers.
The founding members were the Association of Teachers of Estonian as a Second
Language,), the Association of Teachers of German and the Association of
Teachers of Finnish. The first Board consisted of 5 members: Ene Peterson,
Krista Savitsch, Evelin Müüripeal, Terje Kruusimaa and Liina Kink. During the
following years our membership increased: in 2012 the Association of Teachers
of Russian, in 2015 the Estonian Association of Teachers of English and in 2018
the Estonian Association of Teachers of Swedish joined our association. Our
Board is elected for three years. At present we have six members who
represent teachers of Estonian as a second language (Ene Peterson), teachers of
German (Irina Ševtšenko), English (Kati Bakradze), Russian (Inna Adamson) and
Finnish (Karola Velberg). Tiiu Müür represents the single members (there are 18
of them).

Members of the Board 2009-2011 and at present.
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Looking back
“Estonian Foreign Languages Strategy 2009-2015’’ (launched on 19 March,
2009) is a strategic document that forms the springboard for the foundation of
the EAFLT. According to the strategy “umbrella organisation uniting foreign
language teachers shall be created with the support of the state and shall
maintain active operations. The organisation shall plan in-service training, provide
advisory services, provide information on opportunities for international
cooperation and training abroad and share experience and best practise”. Our
activities are supported by the Ministry of Education and Science as we are
their strategic partner. The association promotes cooperation between its
members and works jointly with Estonian and international networks of language
teachers.

In 2012 the EAFLT joined FIPLV regional organisation- Nordic- Baltic Region
(NBR), a year later the EAFLT became the member of the world organization
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FIPLV (the Fédération Internationale des Professeurs de Langues Vivantes). It
was great honour for our association to be the host of NBR 2016 conference.
We hosted NBR 2016 conference “The Language Teacher and Teaching at a
Crossroads”. The conference was a success. The success of the conference was
the fruit of two-years labour – the preparation for the conference, numerous t
meetings of the organising committee, cooperation between team members,
partners and sponsors. And of course, speakers and participants from 20
countries, who made our conference to happen and be a success. The success of
the conference inspired us to seek new challenges during the following years.

We create opportunities for its members to participate in European cooperation
programmes and projects and networks of language teachers. We were involved
in European Social Fund project “Language teaching and language teachers in a
new curriculum” from 2012 ¬to 2013. We received support for the
implementation of the ESF project “An International Examination” during the
period from 1 October 2017 to 30 September 2020. Estonia joined the
CertiLingua programme in 2014. The programme recognises the achievements of
students who obtain level B2 or higher in two foreign languages and demonstrate
good skills of international communication. Schools that take students to the
required language levels, offer enough CLIL studies and involve students in
international projects can apply to become CertiLingua schools. There are four
CertiLingua schools in Estonia now: Tartu Annelinna Gymnasium, Tartu Kristjan
Jaak Petersoni Gymnasium, Viljandi Gymnasium, Tallinn German Gymnasium. In
2017 Estonia organised CertiLingua 2017 annual conference in Tallinn.
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We encourage teachers to share their achievements and best practices in Estonia
(regional seminars “From the teacher to teacher”, annual autumn conferences
since 2015) as well as abroad (our members have participated as speakers in
LKPA international conferences 2008, 2010, 2014, BETA conference in 2016,
NBR 2018, FIPLV World Congresses 2012, 2015, Communication Skills
Workshops, ECML workshops in Graz, etc). Contact point for the ECML is our
board member Ms Kati Bakradze who disseminates information and documentation
on the Centre ‘s work on a national level.
We organise events to enhance teachers’ professional development, e.g. training
days (e.g. how to prepare students for national examinations), and courses (e.g.
CEFR and Language Portfolio) to support foreign language teachers’ professional
skills and personal development. Since 2015 we have organised annual autumn
conferences in Tallinn, Tartu and Kohtla-Järve. In 2019 we``ll have the 5th
autumn conference.

Building the Future - Moving Forward at Full Speed
The 2019 is full of events devoted to the forthcoming 10th anniversary. Let me
introduce the most important ones:
January 19, Tallinn, Hestia Hotel Europa Conference Centre – a round – table
“The sustainability of language teachers` associations in Estonia”: what is the
current situation and how to involve foreign language teachers in the work of
language teachers` associations. Unfortunately, only 10-20% of foreign language
teachers in Estonia are members of foreign language teachers` associations. with
the only exception of teachers of German.
March 28, Tallinn University – a project seminar for the teachers of English for
the introduction of international examinations. See an article “Work on Project
Promoting Languages”, NBR Electronic Newsletter No 1, 2019
May 24-25, Pärnu, Strand Spa and Conference Hotel – an open Board meeting,
an annual meeting and Language Fair with 11 study centres on different topics.
The culmination arrives on 22-23 November when we celebrate our 10th
anniversary with the two-day conference “EAFLT 10: forward at full speed” in
Tartu at Dorpat Conference Centre. Why in Tartu?
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First and foremost, our foundation meeting took place in Tartu. Apart from that
Tartu is the second largest city of Estonia, the intellectual centre of the
country, especially since it is home to the nation's oldest and most renowned
university, the University of Tartu. The city also houses the Ministry of
Education and Research, and the new building of the Estonian National Museum,
opened to the public in October 2016. And finally, Tartu is called the city of
Good Thoughts.
Our conference will be filled with not only good thoughts, but with enthusiasm
and positive feelings as well. We turn a new page in the Association`s life
because during the conference a new Board will be elected and the amendments
to the Statutes confirmed.
During the first day of the conference language policy and language education
policy, sustainability of language teachers` networks, and the issues related to
the preparation of foreign language teachers will be in the spotlight. The
Ministry of Education and Research declared 2019 the year of Estonian language
to celebrate the 100th anniversary of Estonian as the official state language.
The conference programme includes talks and presentations with the aim of
drawing attention to the fact that the Estonian language should not be taken for
granted - it should be actively used with careful skill and its condition and
development should be researched and supported.
The second day of the conference is for sharing the best practices (five parallel
workshops, talks) on the following topics: multilingualism and employability, from
visual literacy to digital literacy, collaborative learning, emerging trends in the
21st century language learning, alternative assessment ideas for learning. The
participants will be able to experience the role of the learner attending a lesson
of Arabic, Japanese, Chinese, Spanish or Finnish /Swedish. The reception takes
place at the Estonian National Museum. Before the reception three guided tours
(in Estonian, Russian and English) are organised at the Finno-Ugric exhibition.
See https://www.erm.ee/en
The conference enables to meet old and new colleagues, share experiences.
Meeting colleagues, making friends and the family feeling are great! We look
forward to meeting you at the conference. More detailed information will be
available in September via Facebook https://www.facebook.com/voorkeelteliit/
or our homepage http://www.voorkeelteliit.eu/
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Latest news from ERKOS (The Estonian Association of
Teachers of Swedish): Study trip to Gotland, Sweden

Kai Sommer, ERKOS chairperson, www.erkos.ee
Our association organized a study trip to Gotland, 6-9 June 2019. The aim of
the trip was to celebrate the National Day of Sweden on 6 June, visit a school
and to get acquainted with the history, culture, geography, language and nature
of Gotland.
First we got acquainted with Visby, the capital of Gotland.Then we celebrated
Sweden in Romaklostret on 6 June. Our guide on that day was the Estonian
honorary consul on Gotland, Riina Noodapera.
Next day we visited a local school called Solbergaskolan. It was nice to get to
know and see how they worked in the school. After the visit to the school we
were picked up by a local tour operator Gotland Active Store and we had a
marvellous eight-hours-long sightseeing in the island´s south part.
On the last day we were guided again by Riina Noodapera. We visited the
island´s north part and Fårö. Our small group had a nice opportunity to visit
Bergmanscenter på Fårö and raukar (big stone formations).
All of us in the group were utterly pleased with the trip. We are also very
thankful to our sponsors Riksföreningen Sverigekontakt and Wendre AS, who
sponsored the biggest part of the cultural programme.
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Our group in Gotland

Local Gotland guide

Riina Noodapera, the Estonian
Honorary Consul in Gotland.

If interested, the pictures of our trip are available here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1t4BbYJ8pIhDDepxKtTOubaX9SYAD5wBt
?usp=sharing

RUSSIA:
TEACHING ENGLISH & TEACHING IN ENGLISH

Dr. Marina Dobrovolskaya
In Russia, we follow the National Program in teaching foreign languages. English
language is in a demand among learners at schools and universities. Among
secondary schools there are International schools, like British International
School in Moscow. This school follows the British National Curriculum, that
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guides the framework for lessons and timetable formation. The international
team of teachers teach the students from different countries who arrive with
their parents and go to a school while their parents work in Moscow.
In my teaching experience, I have been dealing with English as a subject for
teaching, and the language in which different humanitarian subjects are taught,
for example, British Studies, American Studies, Media Language, Methodology of
Teaching English language. When students enter universities, they make the
decision whether, or not to continue improving their knowledge of a foreign
language through listening lectures and participating in seminars that are held in
English. British and American Studies courses in English consist of five lectures
and eight seminars. Students can do more research about a variety of historical
texts, works of fiction, essays, films and photographs. The subject can be
explored further through texts taken from contemporary writings including
newspapers and journals. Each seminar material contains exercises and activities
designed to enhance understanding of the texts and help the learners decide
what they think about the issues involved. The teaching methods and
recommended educational technologies include visual lecture, lecture-discussion,
lecture with technical means of education; practical seminar – discussions,
reports, presentations. Using Internet for searching and analyzing useful
information is an integrated part of class and homework. Students learn to
analyze not only the issue itself, but also the scientific approach to the issue,
their position and argumentation.
Attending a media language course, students are given the opportunities to study
media texts of different genres and the peculiar features of media language,
including a variety of texts taken from contemporary newspapers and journals
and historical texts, works of fiction, essays. The teaching objectives are to
develop skills in analytical reading and analyzing authentic media texts in English
language.
Students may choose lectures and seminars in Methodology of teaching English
language if they want to form professional competence, the ability to teach
languages, and obtain communicative competence for their future profession.
Thus, the learners explore authentic texts, know historical background and
cultural connections, and learn more about the language they study.
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News from LATE
(Latvian Association of Teachers of English)

Nora Kalnača, Member of the Board
The school year is officially over. With a heatwave here in Latvia of +33◦C, I would
like to congratulate everyone with the happy beginning of the summer vacation. Let us
relax and gather the strength for the next school year. Meanwhile, here is a summary
of some of our professional events.
As the second semester is normally a lot more filled with different seminars and other
methodological events, LATE organised just two: a professional training day 'Innovative
Teaching Methods to Promote a Contemporary Learning Process' in January; and a
webinar in March. The topics discussed during the training day included “Public speakingtraining your students and yourself to be a persuasive public speaker” by Dzefrijs
Grinvalds, “Assessment as Learning” by Tatjana Kunda, “Rhyme and Reason: Using Poetry
to Teach Expository Writing and Speaking Skills” by M. Lee Alexander, and “Speaking
and Speaking Skills” and “Listening Skills” by Robert Buckmaster. The event was free
for LATE members.
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The webinar “Projects for Young Learners” was held on 24th March in kind
cooperation with Sally McAndrew, Assistant Director of Studies in IH Riga. The
webinar focused on entirely project based classes for young learners. Colleagues
and anyone interested can watch it on LATE YouTube channel as well.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nbgNH3_o6w . Feel free to explore our
channel and also Facebook page more.
The publishers, OUP and Pearson, also had their respective methodological events
in March, so March was definitely the busiest of all months in the second
semester, as we have the Centralised Exam of English Language in March for
secondary school leavers as well. The assessment of all its parts has just been
completed, and the students are getting their certificates on 28th June.
We are delighted to announce our annual Conference, the 27th, which will be
held on the 22-23rd August at Riga Teika Secondary School, Aizkraukles iela
14, Riga, Latvia.

The conference is entitled: Competence Based Teaching and Learning: Challenges
and Opportunities. This is the next event in our series 'Educating Today's
Learners for the 21st Century World: Competence-based Teaching and
Learning'. Please, mark the dates in your diary and we will see you in August for
an exciting ideas-packed start to the new academic year. Until the 1st July
generous Early bird registration offer is valid. Here is the link:
http://late.lv/conference.htm . You are kindly asked to fill in the registration
form which can be found in the link above. Both presenters and attendees are
very welcome. If you have any questions, please contact us via late@latnet.lv .
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To finish with, I wish a hot and fruitful summer for everyone. Remember that
sometimes the most productive thing you can do is relax. (Mark Black) .

*********************************************************************************************

We encourage all NBR member associations to share their best practises and
experience in organising European Day of Languages in our new Newsletter to be
issued in late September or FIPLV NBR Facebook :
https://www.facebook.com/groups/677820838960243/
***************************************************************************

The Electronic Newspaper is issued by: Sigurborg Jónsdóttir, Iceland;
Eglė Šleinotienė, Lithuania.
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